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SHARE THIS ARTICLE

GROUND CONTROL
IN TRANSIT
How one man turned his Transit Connect into a fully-

functioning ground control station

Spend a few minutes talking to Marty Lachance, and you’ll quickly

realize that drones can be a real boon to countless industries —

including agriculture, search and rescue, real estate and energy. His

passion for flying long predates the drone craze, though. “I've

always been an aviation buff,” he explains. “I've had my pilot’s

license for manned aircraft for about 19 years, and I actually started

off by building my own drones.”

Marty now runs an aerial imaging services company, aptly named

UAV Imaging Services

(http://www.uavimagingservices.com/index.php), and he does much

of his field work out of his Ford Transit Connect, which he has

transformed into a Mobile Unit Ground Station or M.U.G.S. “The

vehicle was basically an idea that came to me when I realized that

standing outside, exposed to the elements wasn't always ideal for

operating an aircraft,” he says. “If you've ever tried looking at your

smartphone while standing outside in sunlight you know why the

elements are often not very conducive to trying to operate a UAV
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[unmanned aerial vehicle] in the air.”

Utilizing his background in electro-engineering, Marty constructed a

ground control station inside his car to facilitate flying his drones

even when weather conditions get in the way. “The main areas of

concern are temperature and lighting,” he says, “and so, by being

inside the vehicle and having a way of blocking out the light, you can

control it.” He did most of the design and building on the van himself,

seeking local help for some of the sheet metal work.
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Marty chose the Transit Connect specifically for the job. “I looked at

all smalls vans, you know like cargo vans, that could be used for

commercial work, and I did a comparison with all of them. I just found

the Transit Connect to be more attractive. I think it's a better-looking

small van than any of the others out there.” He also notes that the

smaller size of the van enabled him to build his M.U.G.S. at a lower

cost than if he’d gone with a larger vehicle.
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For Marty, it's a worthwhile investment, given where the field of

aerial imaging services is headed. “It’s an interesting, developing

industry, and we're all looking forward to seeing good things come of

it.”
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